
Pacing, Plot, and Streamlining a Story 

One of the most important lessons I’ve ever learned about writing was one I learned quite by accident. 

I didn’t mean to eavesdrop on the young actor and one of the theater professors talking in the hallway, 

but I happened to be passing by during their conversation. He’d assigned the students in his acting class 

to write and perform their own monologue, and this student was struggling with hers. She wasn’t quite 

sure why absolute verisimilitude wouldn’t work. 

“I don’t understand,” she said. “Why can’t I write one where I talk just how I would in real life?” 

“Because monologues and how we talk every day are different,” the professor said kindly. “One tells a 

story, the other is just talking.” 

If you take away nothing else from this course, I hope you take away this professor’s lesson: our human 

lives are filled with redundancy, repetition, randomness, nonsensical things, and all sorts of grammar 

errors. Our stories cannot be. They, unlike life, must have structure and order, even if that structure is a 

complex, nonlinear, or apparently nonsensical one. After all, every story from the most purple bodice 

ripper to the lengthiest experimental “literary” work is an attempt to explain our existence. 

Avoiding overwriting will not only help you communicate your ideas more effectively in cleaner, clearer 

sentences, it will also help all other areas of your story. It is not merely an issue of syntax, but one of 

structure, pacing, and overall cohesiveness. That is why learning to avoid it is so important. 

Pacing 

Overwriting can hurt pacing, which stories must have a firm grasp of, whether they are breakneck 

thrillers that put plot ahead of characters, or slow-paced, intimate character studies. Cluttered 

sentences filled with flowery prose, unintentional repetition, unnecessary adverbs, and other forms of 

overwriting hinder your story’s pace like potholes hinder a ride to the grocery store. If you want a fast 

pace, overwriting will slow it; if you want a slower pace, overwriting will slow it to a crawl, because your 

readers will be wasting time wading through words that distract from your story. 

However, when you delete words that do not keep your story moving or help your reader visualize the 

story better, your pacing will improve. You can also improve it by watching out for unnecessary 

exposition or interrupting dialogue or other key sequences with explanatory narration. 

Plot 

Regardless of your story’s pace or whether you want to emphasize other aspects of storytelling in your 

work, such as characters, your plot will be the most important thing for many readers. Therefore, 

keeping it moving at all costs is vital. 

Overwriting can impede your plot not just by slowing your pacing, but by putting information in places 

where it doesn’t fit well or doesn’t belong entirely. For example, in the hundreds of books and short 

stories I’ve edited throughout my career, the most memorable ones are those that did not tell me all the 

information I needed to know about a character or their journey, but those that showed me this 

information by letting the story reveal it through characters’ choices and the most limited of narration 

about their pasts or explaining their feelings. Likewise, some of my favorite projects placed exposition in 

the correct places, didn’t interrupt dialogue with long asides, and kept key sequences such as action or 



sex scenes free of intrusions. When they did need to interrupt to advance the plot, they did so at 

quieter, less busy moments, thereby using narration to provide excitement, rather than detract from it. 

Streamlining a Story 

No matter how you want to tell one, a story should always be streamlined so that every word and detail 

has a purpose. Overwriting frustrates this goal too, because many of the words, phrases, and details can 

be removed without creating confusion or changing meaning. When you revise, ask yourself if your story 

is as streamlined as you can get it. If the answer is no, but you can’t quite identify why, you may wish to 

review previous lessons to make sure you haven’t overwritten anything. Much of the time, I’ve 

discovered, that even when plot holes, missing scenes, out-of-character behavior, unsatisfying character 

decisions, or a weak conclusion are at fault, overwriting is not far behind them.  

  


